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Design Within Reach Launches Fall
Introductions
New Exclusives and Curated Works by Designers From Around the
Globe Infuse Comfort, Inspire Productivity and Encourage
Connection to the Home

DWR’s Fall Newness Features the Brasilia Chair, Emmy Sofa, Big Foot Bench and More

After the lazy days of summer, fall’s crisp weather and the long-ingrained school calendar re-energize us, filling
us with anticipation for new introductions and ideas. This season, DWR’s highlights include the expanded
partnership with Egg Collective, introducing two new upholstery pieces which are perfect for curling up with a
book or a warm drink as temperatures start to shift. Egg Collective’s exclusive collaboration with DWR began
with the Morrison Storage Collection in 2012, and now includes the elegant new Emmy Chaise and Sectional.
Art, architecture, and woodworking all inform the Emmy’s designs, featuring solid wood detailing and a
luxurious sensibility that blend modernism and tradition.



Emmy Chaise

Another highlight is the reintroduction of the Falcon Chair, a 1971 classic by Norwegian designer Sigurd Ressell
available exclusively at DWR, which evokes the feeling of floating in a hammock with leather cushions
suspended on a sleek, jet-set metal frame. Modern-day Norwegian designers Anderssen & Voll also have us
coveting the low, luxurious sheepskin-upholstered Brasilia Chair.

Left to Right: Falcon Chair, Brasilia Chair



DWR’s Lighting and Occasional categories are also welcoming dynamic designs this fall. Pendants from Mooi’s
celebrated collection such as the NomNom and the Starfall feature distinct perspectives.

Left to Right: Nomnom Pendants and Starfall Pendant

Now offered in a dazzling new Grey Galaxy Marble (a DWR exclusive) the Plinth Table Collection showcases the
natural beauty of marble in minimalist, monolithic forms. Offered in a range of sizes and marbles, Plinth is a
sleek take on the centuries-old idea of a podium.

One look at the Big Foot Collection, and you know it’s comfortable. Inspired by Brutalist architecture and
contemporary sculptures, these exaggerated forms set a cozy, inviting tone to any living space. Drawing on
influences from both Brutalist architecture and ancient aqueducts from the Roman Empire, designers Kristian
Sofus Hansen and Tommy Hyldahl created the Bow Console and Bench signature collection for 101
Copenhagen. The rhythm of the tall arches and long legs creates a beautiful silhouette that’s both airy and
grounded.

Left to Right: Bow Console and Bow Bench

The Fall Introductions are now available for purchase at dwr.com.
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